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Wanted is a 2009 Hindi action film starring Salman Khan, Ayesha Takia and
Prakash raj. The film was released in India on. Salman Khan is the star of this
film.Directed by Prabhu Deva and produced by S.S. Gowda, the film was expected
to be released on. Another similar movie is Wanted starring Akshay Kumar. Many
people have confused these two movies because of their similar titles. Edit. Woh hai
shaadi Karo, hai "Wanted!" (2009) hindi film me "Indian - New Releases Jan 20,
2017 Most Wanted Of The Week. Jan 20, 2017 Most Wanted Of The Week. 00:01
Watch. Watch Watched Some Most Wanted Watch Movies Wants Abhi. Wanted or
Woh Hai Shaadi Karo Hai is a 2009 Hindi romantic film directed by Meher Vijayan
and produced by Bhushan Kumar. The film stars Salman Khan, Ayesha Takla, and
Arbaaz Khan. The film is inspired by Meher's Bengali movie, Mon-Trouble.
Wanted is a 2009 Bollywood action film starring Salman Khan, Ayesha Takla and
Arbaaz Khan. The film was expected to release in Indian cinemas on. Salman Khan
got an action hero image with this film and created a new craze among his fans. A
remake of 2006 Telugu film Pokiri starring Mahesh Babu, the film stars Salman
Khan, Ayesha Takia, Prakash Raj, while Vinod Khanna, Mahesh Manjrekar and
Inder Kumar. Wanted. direct by Prabhu Deva. The film stars Salman Khan, Ayesha
Takia, Prakash Raj, while Vinod Khanna, Mahesh Manjrekar and Inder Kumar.
Salman Khan got an action hero image with this film and created a new craze among
his fans. The film faced numerous delays due to unexpected circumstances. This can
be explained as the hairstyle of Salman Khan changed between scenes to and fro.
Woh Hai Shaadi Karo Hai is a 2009 Hindi romantic comedy film starring Salman
Khan, Ayesha Takla and Arbaaz Khan. The film is inspired by Meher's Bengali
movie, Mon-Trouble. Woh Hai Shaadi Karo Hai is a 2009 Hindi romantic comedy
film starring Salman Khan, Ayesha Takla and Ar 1cb139a0ed
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